IFIA Invention Show in Seoul 2006 - Prize list

Croatia
Association of Croatian Inventors presents:

**Gold** - Zoran MAKSAN: FOLDABLE DIVING FINS
**Bronze** - Petar KUNIĆ: PROFESSIONAL WHISTLER – SCHWEIZER
**Silver** - Drazen SMOKOVIC: CLOSED COOLING SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Germany
German Inventors Association

**Silver** - Mike HANNEMANN: TUBE FILLING SYSTEM (Snello)
**Gold** - Sándor POTAK: RESISTIVE EXERCISE BAND (Digiband)
**Silver** - Paul PRALL: ROLL BRACE WITH A SHOULDER CAP (Orthoroll)

Hungary
Association of Hungarian Inventors

**Silver** - Szőllősy, János – Gasparics, Antal – Farkas, Tibor: Nondestructive 3D Testing
**Gold** - Khaled NASHWAN dr.: Device for treating patients afflicted with angiopathy by sound waves
**Bronze** - Nádas, Béla dr.: Counter-piston mechanism
**Gold** - Szőllősy, János: Preparation of against radiation
**Gold** – Darázs Szabolcs: Skill building folding toy
**Silver** – Osbáth Sándor – Zalai Tibor: Traffic speed meter with analyst equipment

Iran
Institute for Support of Iranian Researcher, Inventors & Innovators

**Gold** - Mohammad MAHDI Hasani Sadrabadi: MODIFIED FUEL CELL

Romania
Chamber of Romanian Inventors

**Gold** - Radu Ioan MUNTEANU, Daniel MOGA, Radu Adrian MUNTEANU, Mihai Stelian MUNTEANU: SYSTEM FOR INDIRECT WEIGHTING
**Silver** - Elena DAVID, Ioan STEFANESCU: PROCEEDING OF DECREASE OF THE CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS IN ENVIRONMENT
**Bronze** - Mircea MANOLESCU, Mircea CHITESCU: INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION MODULE “S.U.P.E.R. SHELTER”

Serbia
Association of Serbian Inventors

**Bronze** - Vladimir MAJKIC, Slavko TODOROVIC. Srotan BIJELIC: COMPUTER CONTROLLED CAR